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COURTESY:  Casey Schwartz
Flower Duet

www.flowerduet.com

Tall Vase Tricks
About Color: The Color Explosion: Nineteenth Century Ameri-
can Lithography from the Jay T. Last Collection. Much like how 
our inkjet printers of today made color copies affordable to the mass-
es, the lithographs of the late nineteenth century brought color to the 
masses. From the Huntington site: “In the 19th century, color lithog-
raphy created a communication revolution and brought art, literature, 
and music to the masses. The process had a dramatic impact on 
consumer culture, too, as colorful and appealing product labels began 
to influence advertising, branding, and customer choices. Everything 
from cigar boxes to children’s games suddenly exploded with color.”

Vase: We are using a tall glass vase with a slightly flared top. We
are adding tape to the top of the vase in a grid pattern.
First: Fill the vase with water and floral food. Dry the top of the mouth 
of the vase and add the grid of floral tape. Use a water-friendly tape.
Second: Clean the flowers. Keep some of the greenery on the
stems of the roses – everything that will be above the water line
in the vase should stay on the rose. This helps fill out the design.
Finally: Place blooms in the vase starting in the middle, making sure 
the large blooms are at the base of the vase and the smaller blooms 
and tallest blooms are at the top of the design. 

Flower Types used in this floral design:
          Rose                             Spider Mums                     Snapdragons                    Carnations

Roses have been part of 
floral design for centuries 
and continue to be ex-
tremely popular in the floral 
trade.  Condition roses 
for many hours before 
designing with them if you 
purchased them from a 
wholesale vendor.

Chrysanthemums last a long
time as a cut flower and spi-
der mums are a great option 
to add color and a fun texture 
to any design. Often these 
come in little netted covers. 
Be very careful when remov-
ing these covers so you don’t 
pull off any petals.

Known as a line flower, 
these flowers are sensitive 
to light and heat. They will 
turn toward the light. If you 
want your snaps to stand 
tall, put them in a dark, cool 
room (like the garage or a 
closet) to get them to “snap 
to attention.”

Also known as Dianthus, 
these are the most popular 
cut flower in Britain. Al-
though not as popular here 
in the U.S., these flowers 
are one of few that still hold 
a magical scent. Most flow-
ers in the cut floral trade 
have lost their scents due to 
hybrid techniques.

Just remember: large = low and tall = small in floral design.

http://www.flowerduet.com
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10 Reasons Why Guinea Pigs Make Great Pets

Thinking of getting a pet but don’t want the responsibility of a 
cat or a dog? How about a guinea pig? 

Guinea pigs, or “cavies,” are short-tailed, rough-haired 
South American rodents (family Caviidae.) Guinea pigs have 
always been one of the exotic pets I recommend most, es-
pecially for families considering a pet for the first time. Here 
are 10 reasons guinea pigs make great pets:

1. Guinea pigs are hardy. When cared for and fed properly, 
guinea pigs are generally very healthy animals. Like other 
pets, they can be prone to particular diseases - for example, 

dental disease and bladder stones in their case - but these conditions may be prevented to some 
degree with proper nutrition and regular medical checkups. Also, since guinea pigs are from cool 
climates, they don’t do well in hot, humid conditions. Keeping them inside lessens the likelihood that 
they’ll overheat and/or dehydrate.

2. Guinea pigs are easy to care for. They require hay, fresh water, fresh vegetables and a small 
amount of pelleted food formulated for guinea pigs, plus a vitamin C supplement each day. They also 
need a fairly large cage lined with paper-based bedding. The cage needs to be spot-cleaned daily 
and completely cleaned weekly.  Add some daily attention, and they are good to go. Just remember, 
unless you want to end up with several little additional guinea pigs, you’ll need to separate males 
from females even before they are a month old!

3. Guinea pigs are great pets for children. Not as fragile as rabbits and generally less skittish than 
smaller rodents like hamsters and gerbils, guinea pigs are wonderful pets for elementary-school-age 
kids and older. But remember, younger children should always be supervised around guinea pigs, just 
as with any other pet.

4. Guinea pigs live long lives. While most hamsters, gerbils and rats live only two to three years, on 
average, most guinea pigs live five to seven years and some have even lived into their teens. 

5. Guinea pigs are unique. Many people don’t realize this, but guinea pigs have a lot of personal-
ity. Some guinea pigs are shy; others are bold and dominant. Just because two guinea pigs look the 
same doesn’t mean they’ll act the same. Before selecting a guinea pig, be sure to interact with her to 
ensure that her personality meets your expectations. For example, if you’re looking for a cuddly pet, 
you’ll want an outgoing, friendly little pig.

6. Guinea pigs purr! Just like cats, guinea pigs make a quiet yet audible vibrating sound when they 
are happy, often when they are petted gently. Most people who don’t own guinea pigs aren’t aware 
of this adorable sound. In addition to purring, guinea pigs make a number of other sounds including 
“wheeking” (squealing), “rumbling” (a sound made by a male courting a female), and teeth chattering 
(when they are angry or aggressive).



9. Guinea pigs like people. People who haven’t 
been around guinea pigs often don’t believe this, 
but these friendly little animals really do recog-
nize and respond to their owners. Many squeal 
with delight when they see their owners or try to 
climb up the sides of their cage to greet them. 
They are as interactive and friendly as dogs and 
cats.

10. Guinea pigs make great first pets. Given 
their low-maintenance care, overall hardy na-
ture, strong ability to bond with their owners 
and generally long lifespans, guinea pigs make 
terrific first pets for families who want an animal 
that is loving and rewarding but can’t provide the 
degree of care that a cat or dog requires — no 
need to walk a guinea pig!

So, now that you know all about guinea pigs, 
what’s stopping you from bringing an adorable 
new friend into your loving home?

7. Guinea pigs like to pop. “Popcorning” is a 
unique behavior more commonly seen in young 
guinea pigs when they are happy or excited: 
They jump up straight into the air over and over. 
Some guinea pigs run forward and backward 
quickly, while others alternately kick out their 
front and back legs. Many pigs also squeal 
simultaneously. Popcorning is unique to guinea 
pigs and is a fun behavior to watch.

8. Guinea pigs are colorful. Short-haired, 
long-haired, even hairless - guinea pigs come in 
various breeds with fur of all lengths, colors and 
patterns. According to the American Cavy Breed-
ers Association, there are 13 breeds and 10 
basic colors of guinea pigs.

A PET FOR TOTS:  GOLDFISH

Goldfish were first raised by the Chinese over 
2000 years ago for food.  They were often used 
for display by the Tang Dynasty (618-907) over 
1000 years ago and by the Royal Families of 
China.

Goldfish are in the Carp family.  Carp are from 
the Old World and were introduced to the Ameri-
cas as a food fish in the 1800s.

There are over 
a dozen breeds 
developed by 
selective breed-
ing including:  
Lion head, Fan 
tail, Pearl scale, 
Butterfly tail and 
others.  There 
are many colors 
for Goldfish including:  black, white, orange, red, 
brown and yellow.  After the eggs are laid, the fry 
hatch after 48 hours.  All baby Goldfish (fry) are 
brown colored for protection until they grow older 
and become gold colored.

Today there are societies for maintaining dif-
ferent breeds and developing new strains of 
Goldfish. Koi are a large, beautiful Japanese 
mottled Carp and many of them are gold.  The 
Koi descended from Amur Carp.  Koi are a better 
choice than Goldfish for keeping year around in 
cattle tanks.  Cattle tanks or outdoor pools can 
be a magnet for fish-eating birds like Herons, 
etc.

Goldfish are excellent pets that can be kept in 
the home with children too young to be trusted 
with a dog or cat.  Goldfish are easy to keep.  As 
they are not tropical, they can tolerate room-tem-
perature water and can also thrive in low water 
temperatures.  They cannot survive sudden 
temperature changes.  A child, with supervision, 
can feed the fish. Goldfish learn to come to the 
surface and “beg” for food.  
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Goldfish can live for 10 or more years in outdoor 
cattle tanks.  Contrary to myth, goldfish do not 
keep cattle tanks clean.  They do interrupt mos-
quito breeding cycles by devouring mosquito 
larvae. 

Children should be taught not to pet goldfish as 
touching a goldfish will remove the protective 
layer of slime and allow infections to invade the 
fish.

Do not try to keep live plants in a tank with gold-
fish because they will eat them.  Change the 
water every week or more often if the water be-
comes dirty (i.e. due to over-feeding.)  Be sure to 
“age” the water especially if it has chlorine.  Be 
sure the temperature of the fresh-changed water 
is the same as the old water.  

Goldfish are relatively disease-free.  if two or 
more are kept in the same tank, one may be 
picked on.  Goldfish are not compatible with cats 
that like to “fish.”  Also, do not release goldfish 
into natural streams as they may eat the eggs of 
other fish.  

Ray Pawley
Retired Zoologist

raypawley@pvtnetworks.net

When Dr. Jane Bluestein 
would tell someone that 
she just finished writing a 
book on perfectionism, the 
common reaction was a 
blank stare followed by the 
question, 'What's wrong 
with perfectionism?' In-
deed, most people mistak-

enly confuse perfectionism with a healthy striving 
for excellence―but there is a big difference. One 
can lead to great achievement (or at least great 
learning) and the other is a psychological wound, 
the voice of the inner critic that screams 'failure,' 
'loser,' or 'fraud,' regardless of the authenticity of 
our efforts, progress, or success.     

Over the years, Dr. Bluestein has seen the toxic 
and corrosive effects of perfectionism on peo-
ple's thinking, their bodies, their relationships, 
their work, and their sense of worth: now she ex-
poses the truth: perfectionism is actually a mask 
for a fear of making mistakes, a desperate need 
to avoid negative judgments and rejection.

For those who are bound by the impossible 
demands of perfectionism and those who feel 
bound by someone else's perfectionistic stan-
dards, Dr. Bluestein emphatically shows that 
perfectionism is not a good thing, and it's not 
remotely the same as doing your best. Through 
personal interviews and the latest research, she 
explores how our culture fuels the dysfunction, 
how perfectionism develops, and how it can hurt 
our physical, mental, and social well-being. Fur-
ther, she provides practical strategies for moving 
toward authenticity and wholeness to live with 
confidence, self-fulfillment, and happiness.

Perfection Deception

Jane Bluestein, PhD
Instructional Support Services

www.janebluestein.com
6
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POISON PURSE
BE WARY OF THE DANGER YOU MAY CARRY

HairsprayHairspray

Hairspray
or similar
products:

May irritate eyes if 
aimed improperly

Perfumes/
cologne:

 Contains alcohol so 
possibly feel drunk
with large amounts 

swallowed; may 
irritate eyes 

if aimed improperly

Nail Polish
remover:

May irritate eyes, 
skin and mouth & 

stomach upset 
if swallowed

Nail
polish

May irritate 
eyes, skin & mouth & 

upset stomach 
if swallowed

Toothpaste:
May cause 

stomach upset if 
swallowed

Baby 
powder:

May cause eye 
& throat 

irritation; if 
inhaled could 
cause serious 

breathing 
problems

Pepper 
Spray:

May irritate 
eyes, skin 
& casue 

breathing 
problems

Cigarettes:
May cause severe 
stomach upset & 

vomiting if 
swallowed

Insect
repellent:
May irritate

eyes & 
mouth; possible 

seizures 
if swallowed

Batteries:
May cause 

severe irrita-
tion or burns if 
chewed; also 

a choking 
hazard

Eye Drops:
May cause 
a variety of 

mild to serious 
symptoms 

if swallowed

Hand Cream:
May cause 

stomach upset 
& diarrhea if 

large amounts 
swallowed

"Chocolate" 
 laxatives:
May cause

severe diarrhea

Prescription 
medicines:

May cause a wide 
variety of minor to 
serious problems, 

depending on 
product

Nose spray:
May cause extreme 

drowsiness 
or agitation 
if swallowed

Over-the-
counter cold 

medicine: 
May cause 

agitation, jitters, 
drowsiness

Mouthwash:
Often contains 
alcohol so pos-
sibly feel drunk 

with large 
amounts 

swallowed

COURTESY:  Connie Moyers, ret.
NM Cooperative Ext. Service



1.  Gather the Ingredients and Equipment

Making soap is a straightforward process that uses ingredients and 
tools you may already have in your kitchen. The ones you don’t 
have are available from soap making suppliers online. The basic 
method of making soap from scratch is called cold process.

You’ll need a recipe for making soap. Although there are many reci-
pes online and in books, a basic soap recipe requires the following 
ingredients and equipment: 

• lye flakes
• distilled water
• oils (types specified in  your recipe)
• fragrance (optional)
• color (optional)
• additives such as flower petals, natural exfoliants and spices (optional)

Necessary equipment includes:

• safety gloves and goggles
• soap pot
• kitchen scale
• glass pitcher
• mason jar with lid
• plastic pitcher with lid
• thermometer
• measuring cups
• spoons, spatula
• stick blender
• molds

2.  Make the Lye-Water Solution

Start by putting on the safety goggles and rubber gloves. Lye is a caustic and dangerous chemical that can 
cause serious burns.

• Place a pitcher on the scale and zero out the weight. Add distilled water to the pitcher until it weighs the 
amount called for in your specific recipe.
• Place a mason jar or plastic pitcher on the scale and zero out the weight. Add the amount of lye called 
for in your specific recipe. Close the lid tightly and set it in a safe place. CAUTION: Static cling can cause lye 
flakes to fly up and stick to your gloves or shirt sleeves. If this happens, remove the flakes immediately.
• Slowly add the lye to the pitcher of water—not the other way around—and don’t make any splashes.
• Stir the mixture gently until the lye is dissolved. The mixture will heat up, which is expected. Rinse the 
spoon you used immediately.
• Put the lid on the lye-water pitcher and set it in a SAFE place, away from children, pets and other adults.

How to Make Soap From Scratch Using the 
Cold Process Method

8
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It is time to weigh the oils 
called for in your specific 
recipe.

• Put the soap pot or 
a glass pitcher onto the 
scale and zero out the 
weight.
• Following your recipe, 
weigh the oils one by one into the pot or pitcher. Zero 
out the weight after you measure each oil.
• Pour slowly. You can always add more, but once 
the oil has been added, it’s part of the mix.

Tip: Weigh the solid soap making oils like coconut, 
palm, cocoa butter or shortening in the soap pot. 
Weigh the liquid oils like olive, sunflower, canola or 
castor separately in the glass pitcher and set aside.

4.  Heat and Melt the Soap Making Oils

• Place the soap 
making pot with the 
solid oils on the stove 
over medium-low heat. 
Slowly melt the oils while 
stirring gently. Monitor 
the temperature with a 
thermometer. Turn off 
the heat when the oils get to about 110 degrees Fahr-
enheit. Keep stirring until all the solid oils are melted.

• When the solid oils are melted, add the room tem-
perature liquid oils to the soap pot. This brings down 
the overall temperature. You want the oil mixture to 
be at about 100 degrees when you add the lye-water.

5.  Add the Lye Solution to the Soap Making Pot

Make sure all the soap additives that your recipe calls 
for, such as color and 
fragrance, are ready to 
go and are at hand.  
Place all the spoons, 
measuring cups, spatu-
las and whisks you’re 
going to need nearby. 
Once you begin, you 
need to move steadily.

• Grab your handy stick blender but don’t turn it on.
• Slowly add the lye-water mixture to the soap 
pot. The oils immediately start to turn cloudy. Using 
the stick blender as a spoon - not turning it on - to 
blend the 
lye-water 
into the 
oils. This 
is the 
beginning 
of the 
saponi-
fication 
process - the chemical reaction that turns your mix-
ture into soap.

Set the lye pitcher aside in a safe place.

6.  Mix the Oils and Lye Together Completely

While stirring the lye water and oil mixture with the 
stick blender, turn on the blender in short bursts. To 
start with, blend for 3 to 5 seconds. Then, turn it off 
and stir some more. Repeat this process and keep 
blending in short bursts until the oils and lye-water 
are completely mixed. At this point, it is nearing 
trace, the indication that emulsification has occurred. 

To test if the mixture has reached trace, dip a spoon 
into the mixture and let it dribble back into the pot. If 
this process leaves a track on the spoon, the mixture 
is ready, even if it isn’t thick yet. It just must be well 
mixed.

If you were to hand-stir the pot of soap, like soap 
makers used to do, it might take up to an hour to 
reach trace. With the introduction of stick blenders 
to soap making, the trace can be reached in a few 
minutes.  

7.  Add Fragrance or 
Essential Oils to the 
Soap Mix

After the soap, mixture is 
completely blended, but 
before it gets too thick, 
slowly add any fragrance or essential oils called for 
in your recipe to the mixture. Stop stick blending the 
mixture and just use the end of the stick blender like 
a spoon.

3.  Weigh the Soap Making Oils



8.  Add Additives or Extras to the Soap

If your soap making recipe 
calls for additives such as 
spices, natural exfoliants, 
flower petals, herbs or spe-
cial moisturizing oils, now is 
the time to add them.

As you did with the fra-
grance, gently stir them into the pot using the stick 
blender as a spoon.

Before you move on to adding the colorant, give the 
mixture a brief blend with the stick blender to make 
sure that the fragrance oil and additives are well 
blended in.

9.  Add Color to the Soap

Next, add color to the 
soap. If you want the 
soap to be one single 
color, add the colorant 
to the pot and stir. If 
you want to achieve a 
swirl effect:

• Ladle about 1/2 to 
1 cup of the soap mixture into a measuring cup
• Add the colorant to that bit of soap.
• Hold the measuring cup several inches above the 
pot and slowly pour the colored soap into one corner 
of the soap pot.
• Using a rubber spatula, swirl the colored soap 
through the pot. Don’t stir too much or you’ll end up 
just blending the color in with the entire batch.

The color is one of those variations where soap mak-
ing becomes an art, and where you can create your 
custom soap masterpieces.

10.  Pour the Soap Into the Mold

• By now the soap 
has thickened. Pour 
the raw soap into a 
mold using a back and 
forth motion to make 
sure that the soap 
spreads out evenly. 
Scrape the last thick 
bits of soap out of the 

pot with a rubber spatula.
• If the top of the soap in the mold is uneven, 
smooth it out with the spatula.
• Pick the mold up and gently tap it on the coun-
tertop to dislodge air bubbles that may have been 
trapped in the mixture.
• Set the soap in a warm, safe place to set up and 
begin curing.
• 
The soap mixture heats up as the saponification 
process starts. If the temperature of the room is chilly, 
lay a towel around or over the mold to keep it warm 
and keep the reaction going strong.

11.  Clean Up and Let the Soap Saponify

Set the soap in a safe 
place and leave it alone 
until tomorrow. It takes 
about 24 hours for the 
soap to harden enough to 
take it out of the mold and 
slice it.

While still wearing your gloves and safety goggles, 
wash all the utensils and soap pots with hot, soapy 
water. The oily raw soap residue that’s left in the pan 
is caustic and can cause irritation and burns. After 
everything is clean, put all the ingredients and equip-
ment away.

After the soap has set for about 24 hours, it should 
be hard enough to unmold and slice. Pop or slide the 
soap out of the mold. Slice it into the size bars you 
like and set it aside to cure. When the saponification 
process stops in several days, the soap is techni-
cally safe to use, but it is best to cure it for about four 
weeks before use.

For David’s instructions on How To Make Melt and 
Pour Soap, go to the following website:  
www.thespruce.com/how-to-make-melt-and-pour-
soap-517100.

COURTESY:  David Fisher
Soapmaker & author

www.makemoresoap.com
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The Power of GET Statements, by Gary Barnes, can be found both 
online as well as in bookstores.  Here is the first chapter to whet 
your appetite.

Creating Your Personal Vivid Vision
A GET Statement is simply a future result stated in the present 
tense. It is the spark that takes a thought or desire and links it to 
your Personal Vivid Vision creating a desired result.  Without creat-
ing your Personal Vivid Vision before you start writing, GET State-
ments would be like having a high-performance engine with no fuel. 
Without fuel the spark has no ability to bring that engine to life. You 
are probably asking yourself, "But how do I create my Personal 
Vivid Vision?"  I created a three-step process to develop your Per-
sonal, Vivid Vision. Again, it is very easy.

◊ First step is creating your dream.
◊ Second is developing that dream into a goal.
◊ Third is turning that goal into a Personal Vivid Vision.

Some of what I will be sharing, you may have heard before. The 
uniqueness is in the order and in the design of creating your Per-
sonal Vivid Vision. Once this is accomplished you can then utilize 
the process of the GET Statements to empower and make real your 
Personal Vivid Vision. So, let’s break the three parts down.

STEP ONE - CREATE YOUR DREAM
I have been called a dreamer most of my life, and it was not meant as a compliment. I have asked 
audiences around the world by the show of hands, if they still do New Year’s Resolutions. Regardless 
of the size of the audience, at most, I only get a few hands raised. I was curious as to why this was, 
so after my talks, I would ask audience members why they didn’t do their personal resolutions or goal 
setting? Their answers were always almost the same, “Why would I want to feel bad on January 2, 
when I know that I’m already so far behind that I could never catch up!”

Wow! We have literally taught ourselves how not to dream because of not wanting to experience 
disappointment or failure. However, without the ability to dream, nothing is accomplished. Everything 
that we have in our physical world was once a dream, concept or wish imagined by a child or adult. 
Dreaming is the raw material from which all vision and reality is created.

THE DREAMING EXERICSE
Take out a blank piece of paper and find a location where you will not be disturbed for at least 10 min-
utes.  Also, put on some instrumental music (no lyrics) in the background as it will allow you to con-
centrate and focus more easily. When you’re ready, I would like you to answer these five questions:

What do I want to have?
What do I want to do?
What do I want to give?
What do I want to be? 
Where do I want to go?
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These five questions touch on every element of 
our lives. Our financial, mental, spiritual, busi-
ness - family and relationships. My challenge to 
you is to set a timer for 10 minutes and not stop 
writing for the entire time. This may be harder to 
do than you think.

If your mind starts to wander, go back and ask 
yourself the questions again.  Write down and 
capture any thought that comes to mind even 
if it sounds outrageous, and you think it could 
never happen. Let’s say when you ask yourself 
the question “What do I want to have?” your first 
thought is a Lamborghini. At that moment you 
may have a voice in your head saying things like:  
“You’ve got to be kidding, who do you think you 
are? What makes you think you deserve a Lam-
borghini? Shouldn’t that money be better spent 
helping someone else? Don’t you know how 
much a Lamborghini costs? Can’t you find some-
thing better to spend your money on?”

Please do not allow yourself to get distracted by 
questions like these. Even though these thoughts 
are very common and normal, this is not the time 
to decide what you are going to actually place in 
your vision. This is simply the place where you’ll 
capture options and you will decide which ones 
to engage in later.  I call this my Christmas list.

When I was a kid the Sears catalog, which was 
called The Wish Book, showed up in the mailbox 
every October.  Being the oldest, I would grab 
the book first and start going through it listing 
out all of the things that I wanted for Christmas. 
I even used carbon paper to have a duplicate 
copy for my records. (I know I’m showing my age 
now when I say using carbon paper.) Every year, 
I would have well over 100 things that I wanted. 
When I gave that list to my parents, I had the 
hope of having all those items under the tree on 
Christmas morning. The reality when Christmas 
morning came was that there were only a few 
items from my list, and one Christmas I remem-
ber no items from my list. I found myself over the 
years losing the ability to dream because of that 
experience.

When I started the dreaming exercise for myself, 
I had to give myself permission to dream again. 
I knew how - I hadn’t forgotten - I simply had put 
it away because of my childhood experience.  At 
the end of the 10 minutes stop. Why only 10 min-
utes? When you know you only have 10 minutes 
to accomplish a task you will be more focused 
and accomplish more than if you had given your-
self one hour. Take a break and then come back 
and do another 10-minute session.  You can do 
this as often as you like.

Chapter Two is on Writing GET statements and 
Chapter Three is on How to Create and Use 
GET statements.  There is also a Bonus section 
by Tonja Waring on “The Manifesting Process.”  
At the back of the book is your 31-day GET 
Statements journal.  

COURTESY:  Gary Barnes
Gary Barnes Int’l.

www.garybarnesinternational.com

www.garybarnesinternational.com
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Highly creative, acutely aware, super- sen-
sitive, intense and/or gifted youth and 
adults, whom I like to call CASIGYs™

are often assumed to have an (unfair) advantage 
over others because of their higher observable 
abilities. Unfortunately however, it is not unusual 
for a CASIGY's inner experience of life to stand 
in stark contrast to the privilege and advantage 
that they are rumored to be experiencing.

The characteristics that CASIGYs™ carry 
within them may be wonderful and also can 
cause great distress. Creativity and creative 
expression can be fun but can also be a great 
burden. Creative ideas show up whether we 
have time to pay attention to them, or do any-
thing with them or not. They also often arrive in 
tandem or multiples, and the creative person has 
to choose which idea gets to see the light of day.

Being aware of things that most people are 
not may lead to exciting AHA! moments. At 
the same time it can create questions of what's 
real and what's not when no one else sees what 
you're seeing. It may also carve a canyon of 
separation between the acutely aware person 
and others who are less aware.

Likewise, sensitivity is a double edged 
sword.  High sensitivity, also known as "over-
excitabilities," often brings a capacity or depth 
of feeling and thought along with a high level 
of conscientiousness, compassion and empa-
thy. On the other hand, when seemingly simple 
things like sounds, light and textures create a 
high level of distress, dealing with them can con-
sume great time and energy, leaving less energy 
and time available for the rest of daily life.

When any of these are combined with high intel-
ligence, each of these other traits are magnified 
and complicated. The more of these characteris-
tics that a person carries, the more complex the 
interaction among these traits can become.

The cumulative effect is that many creative, 
sensitive, intelligent and/or gifted youth 
and adults feel like misfits, or as many have 
expressed, like aliens from a different planet. 
Although they may have learned to camouflage 
or try to hide it, they may carry within themselves 
a deep sense of inferiority and inadequacy, and 
may have concluded that they are defective in 
an irreparable way. For many, having an aware-
ness of being profoundly different than others 
and then drawing a conclusion that “I’m defec-
tive” can come as young as ages 2-5 or even 
younger - at the very time that the foundations of 
the Self are being constructed. All too often this 
can evolve into a secret sense of alienation, and 
is often accompanied by anxiety, depression, 
anger, rage and a plethora of additional distress-
ing emotional states. This eventually can lead to 
despair and deep discouragement.

The result?

Many CASIGYs™ dumb themselves down, 
underachieve, waste their potential, cop out 
or drop out. Or to the dismay of those who love 
and care about them, they may go down the 
spiraling path of deviancy or violence— turning 
against themselves or others in episodes of 
bullying, self-harm, suiçide, and even, chillingly, 
murder. Still others live, what appears from the 
outside, to be a normal, even a privileged life, 
all the while feeling alienated from humanity and 
deeply disappointed with their lives.

Am I overstating this situation? Most CA-
SIGs™ succeed in their relationships, school and 
work. On the other hand, many accomplished 
students and adults have confessed to me that 
they often ask themselves, “What’s WRONG with 
ME?” They tell me how others have repeatedly 
asked them, “What’s WRONG with YOU?” or 
treated them like something is wrong with them. 
Others have revealed to me how these questions 
connect to a deep sense of defectiveness that is 
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often related to the difficulties of being more cre-
ative, more aware, more sensitive, more intense 
and/or more intelligent than are the vast major-
ity of people. Many have lamented that they feel 
separated from most of the human race by these 
characteristics, and despair of finding a way to
feel like they belong anywhere or at home on this 
planet.
 

Here, I am speaking primarily to this third group 
of people, and others whom I like to call CA-
SIGYs.™ 

CASIGYs are:
Creative,
Acutely Aware
Super-Sensitive
Intense, maybe 
Gifted
You-s!

You may wonder what you, or your own special 
CASIGY™ can do to rescue yourself, him-or 
herself from this sense of inferiority, inadequacy 
and defectiveness, so you or they can instead, 
recognize your or their distinctiveness and make 
the creative contribution for which you or they 
are uniquely prepared.

More information can be found on Sharon’s web-
site:  www.therapistforsensitiveandgifted.com

COURTESY:  Sharon Barnes
Therapist

www.therapistforsensitiveandgifted.com
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Gary Barnes
Gary Barnes International
8089 S. Lincoln St., Ste. 203
Littleton, CO  80122
303-915-3025
Gary@garybarnesinternational.com
www.garybarnesinternational.com

Sharon Barnes
Therapist for Sensitive and Gifted
8089 S. Lincoln St., Ste. 203
Littleton, CO  80122
303-987-0346
sharon@therapistforsensitiveandgifted.com
www.therapistforsensitiveandgifted.com

Jane Bluestein
Instructional Support Services, Inc.
1709 Father Sky Ct. NE
Albuquerque, NM  87112
505-250-3965 or 505-323-9044
Janebluestein2@gmail.com
https://janebluestein.com

David Fisher
1200 Main Street #2306
Dallas, TX  75202
214-564-3508
Davidfisher7@att.net
www.makemoresoap.com

Catherine Jordan
EGA Master Craftsman Programs Coordinator
Embroiderers’ Guild of America 
1205 E. Washington St.
Louisville, KY  40206
502-589-6956
jordancd@verizon.net
www.egausa.org

Connie Moyers (retired)
Roosevelt Co. Coop. Ext. Service
P. O. Box 455
Portales, NM 88130
575-356-4417
http://aces.nmsu.edu/county/roosevelt/

Ray Pawley
P. O. Box 12
Hondo, NM  88336
575-653-4258
raypawley@pvtnetworks.net

Casey Schwartz
Flower Duet
P O Box 7000
Redondo Beach, CA  90277
casey@flowerduet.com
www.flowerduet.com
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